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SGCC Research in 2016



#1: Consumer interest transcends technology

Awareness and interest are similar regardless of where you live

Consumer need drives interest; policy and offers encourage adoption

A utility endorsement is a plus when encouraging new technologies 



#2: Marketing effectiveness is key to adoption

Control and choice:

How the offer is 
framed makes a big 

difference!

81% prefer residential solar because they have control 

over their system

55% will choose a TOU rate over a standard rate plan 

if given a choice of varying premium/discount levels 

Segmentation:

Savings Seekers  are interested in many Smart 

Grid-enabled technologies, but they’re not very aware 

Status Quo consumers are neither aware or 

interested, so it is an uphill battle to get them to adopt



Build awareness AND interest
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Awareness building program?

• Education campaign

• Broad-based offering

• Multi-channel promotion

• Broad-based message around 

savings, reliability & 

environmental concerns 

Interest building program?

• Carefully configure the offer

• Target those most likely to 

adopt

• Personalize the offer

• Pilot and experiment to find 

the best mix



CPS – My Thermostat Rewards

Adopt common retailing principles to 

engage consumers.

• Multi-channel marketing campaign 

included print, radio, television, digital, 

social, in-store, and direct to 

consumer marketing efforts.

• Partnered with home improvement 

retailers during peak shopping 

season.

• Provided consumer choice of 

several high-end thermostats (deeply 

discounted via a bill rebate).



#3: Program design matters (in general)

Control

Incentive

Information
Sharing

Transaction
Burden

Consumer investment 

($, time and effort)

The level of personal information the 
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The size of the benefit + any 
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Program design matters (in specific)

Incentive 
Payment 
Method

Qualifying 
Thermostat 
Capabilities

Incentive 
Amount

DR 
Enablement

Smart Thermostat Utility Program

Installation 
Method

Best configuration for highest interest?

• DIY installation

• Programmable with weather adjustment 

capabilities

• No DR capability

• Rebate

• $250 incentive 

Try a few tweaks…

• Reduce the incentive to $150

• Reduce the incentive to $50

• Add DR capability

68%

68%

64%

54%



Leverage what you know; partner for more

39%

50%

41%

18%

27%

20%

EV Residential Solar Community Solar

Adopted Complementary Technology Not Adopted

Among solar 

adopters and 

those 

interested in 

solar

Among EV adopters 

and those interested 

in EVs



CenterPoint and WeatherBug Home BYOT

Balance the program elements so 

everyone wins!

• BYOT (wifi-connected) leveraging 

current investment and eliminating the 

need for an incentive.

• Partner to add value with an add-on 

app that adjusts for weather while 

maintaining comfort – a key consumer 

need.

• Automate where possible, reducing 

administrative costs for the utility and 

the “transaction burden” for the 

consumer.



#4: Overcome the cost barrier
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The top three barriers consumers cited to adopting rooftop solar 

(and the second-most cited barrier to adopting an EV)

were related to financial issues

The “Shared Economy”

The Policy Environment



Arcadia Power: beyond a PPA or lease

Innovation with a low up front 

cost from a 3rd party payment 

processor

• Purchase solar panels for a  

community solar project

• Revenues applied to your 

utility bill – wherever you live 

and anywhere you might 

move 

• Available to anyone – renter, 

homeowner, high-rise resident 

- multiple or single panel 

subscribers



#5: Remember post-purchase engagement

The customer-electricity provider relationship is  no longer just about 

starting/stopping service and problem resolution. 

• Discover offerings
• Evaluate providers

• Select provider
• Purchase/sign up

• Get customer service
• Maximize value of offering

• Provide complementary 
offerings

• Enhance value of original 
offering

Cultivate
Provider-Initiated

Innovate
Provider-Initiated

Remediate
Consumer-Initiated

Initiate
Consumer-Initiated

Investigate
Consumer-Initiated

• Deepen the 
relationship – become 
a “trusted advisor”



Remediate? Focus on customer care
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Cultivate? Deepen the relationship

53% of consumers do not 

believe ANY of their service 

providers do this well!

Utilities have access to 

customers’ energy 

consumption history and this, 

coupled with other useful 

Customer Information System 

(CIS) data, can be mined to 

develop tailored offers 

customers value and find 

useful. 

Receive personalized 

product/service offers

TOTAL ADULTS

(n=1136)

Utility

Online retailer

Bank

Cable provider

Communications provider

Doctor's office

Other entertainment provider

Home security provider

On-demand services

Nobody does this well
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SMUD Smart Pricing Options

TOU pricing program shifts focus 

from adoption to retention

• Automatic “opt in”

• Multi-channel retention program 

engages at all levels – social 

networks, online games, 

infographics, email, direct mail, 

YouTube videos

• Consumer success = program 

success



#6: Adjust the business model

It’s about the money: Consumers 

are willing to pay for products and 

services they understand and value

• Over 50% of consumers are 

willing to pay for energy concierge 

services, personalized savings 

suggestions via an app and 

automated heating and cooling 

services

• 58% of solar adopters and 60% 

of EV owners are willing to pay 

more than $25/month for backup 

grid power

It’s about the ecosystem: 

Leverage existing expertise to create 

new opportunities 

• Take advantage of consumer 

propensity to “look to the utility 

for information” by delivering 

information clearly and easily and 

in a personalized way

• Develop partnerships that 

couple utility expertise with 

solution suppliers to make 

adoption easy and seamless for 

consumers

• Advocate for policy change and 

financial incentives that ease 

adoption



Summing up…

What have we learned?

• It’s not about technology, rather it’s consumer need

• Marketing effectiveness makes a difference

• Program design matters

• Alternative acquisition models are making headway

• Post-purchase care can make a huge difference


